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OL® Learn
Get the most from your
technology investment
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OL® Learn Students TestimonialCourses

Ronnie Seerattan - Streamline Solutions

This was the best for learning, I was
extremely happy with the hands-on and the
make sure you got it right approach before
moving on.

“

“

Satisfied customer

“

“

“

“

The course was very helpful and informative.
I feel I can handle our daily configurations
in a much easier and better manner.

...François is a great instructor and makes
very complex concepts very clear.
Clint Wolford - OL Reseller

learn.objectiflune.com
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OL® Learn What we offeres

Investment in your OL® Solution is about more
than just the technology; it’s about achieving your
broader business goals.
We offer classroom-based training courses to help you begin your
Objectif Lune journey. The same courses are offered remotely or
on-site.* You can choose from a range of courses that cover the
portfolio of OL® Connect software.
Beyond the completion of your course, there is the online world of OL Learn; a community
that provides you with the opportunity to interact with a broader range of experienced OL
staff as well as your peers.
Now that you have selected an OL Solution, our training team will help ensure that your staff
quickly and confidently gains the most out of your technology investment.
From installations and upgrades to best practices and daily tasks, we provide training for all
roles within your organization.

* The price will differ if the training is given on-site, ask your sales representative.

learn.objectiflune.com
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Knowledge
At Objectif Lune we offer a range of training solutions
that cover our product portfolio, giving you the perfect
platform to ensure that you are proficient in the use of
your OL software.

PlanetPress Connect

PReS Connect
PrintShop Mail Connect

Capture OnTheGo
OL Connect Send
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect Foundations
- Overview
[1-day course on-site]

Course Topics
•

PlanetPress Connect overview (modules interaction and more)

•

Using the project wizards (Invoice, Email and Web)
- Exploring the DataMapper Interface

[2 half-day course, remotely]

- Exploring the Designer templates (Print, Email and Web)
- Exploring the Capture OnTheGo (COTG Timesheets)
•

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:
•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PlanetPress
Connect

•

Explain what PlanetPress Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PlanetPress Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PlanetPress
Connect project

•

Understand the prerequisites and requirements for a
PlanetPress Integration

•

Understand the differences between the various PlanetPress
Connect modules

learn.objectiflune.com

Exploring the job and Output configurations for creating and
managing Output

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to PlanetPress
Connect and want to acquire a general understanding of the
software composition and its capabilities. Ideal for decision-makers,
department managers and businesspeople.

Prerequisites
•

Curiosity
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect Foundations
- Summary
[2-day course on-site]
[4 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:
•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PlanetPress Connect

•

Explain what PlanetPress Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PlanetPress Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PlanetPress
Connect project

•

Understand the differences between the various PlanetPress
Connect modules

•

Understand the communication and exchange between the
PlanetPress Connect modules

Course Topics
Overview of PlanetPress Connect modules, features and options:
•

PlanetPress Connect overview (interaction between modules
and more)

•

Exploring the Datamapper and Designer Interfaces

•

Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel and XML
files

•

Designing print and email templates

•

Inserting and formatting design elements in the template

•

Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource

•

Creating Job Preset (filtering, sorting) and Output Preset (PDF, PS)

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to Connect
and want to use the software themselves but have limited time
available. It provides the foundations required to use the software
and on which further learning can take place to create print and
email forms. Ideal for presales consultants, document designers,
implementation consultants and others who actively work with the
software.

Prerequisites

Note:
The Data mapping configuration from text and PDF are
not covered.

•

Analytical/logical skill set

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills

Grouping documents as well as including metadata
in document tags are not covered.
The Workflow tool is not covered.
The Web context is not covered.

learn.objectiflune.com
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect Foundations
- Full
[3-day course on-site]
[6 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

Course Topics
Designer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PlanetPress Connect overview (modules, interaction and more)
Exploring the DataMapper and Designer Interfaces
Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel,
Database, XML, JSON, Text and PDF files
Designing Print and Email templates
Inserting and formatting design elements in the template
Adding Variable data and best practices
Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource
Creating Print Presets (Job and Output Presets)
Exploring the web form elements

•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PlanetPress Connect

•

Explain what PlanetPress Connect is and where it can be useful

Workflow

•

Identify possible areas for PlanetPress Connect integration

•

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PlanetPress
Connect project

•

Understand the differences between the various PlanetPress
Connect modules

•
•
•

•

Navigate the user interface of PlanetPress Connect Designer and
DataMapper

•

Create Datamapping configurations for different types of data
formats

•

Design templates: creating a basic transactional type of
document for Print and Email

•

Best practices

•

Configure the Print Presets

•

Have basic understanding of the Workflow tool

•

Create simple processes to capture/process data using the
OL Connect tasks

•

Start/stop the OL Connect Workflow Services

Note:
The Workflow topics in the PlanetPress Connect
Foundations Full course only cover the “OL Connect” tasks
for basic print and email processes.

learn.objectiflune.com

•
•
•

Navigating the Workflow user interface and exploring the
plug-in bar
Sending or Importing Connect Resources in the workflow
Exploring OL Connect tasks
Creating an automation process for printing documents using
«All in One» OL Connect task
Configuring Connect server settings
Starting/stopping services and sending configuration
Creating an automation process for sending email

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to PlanetPress
Connect and want to use the software themselves. It provides the
foundations required to use the software and on which further
learning can take place. Ideal for presales consultants, document
designers, implementation consultants and others who actively
work with the software.

Prerequisites
•

Analytical/logical skill set

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect Workflow
- Add on
[1-day course on-site]
[2 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives

Course Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

•

•

Understand the Data Processing Model

•

•

Create normal, self-replicating and startup processes

•

Start/stop services and send configurations

•
•

•

Use process logic to route data

•

•

Discover Metadata and Data repositotry

•

Create processes for generating PlanetPress Connect
documents

•

Set properties for items stored in Connect Database

•

Retrieve items from Connect Database

•

Understand the communication between Workflow and
Connect Server

•

Import Workflow components

•
•

Navigate the user interface of the Workflow tool
Starting/stopping services and sending configurations
Setting up a folder capture process
Creating, scheduling and debugging a process
Using variables (global, local, “JobInfo” and system)
Using tasks as: Set JobInfo/Variables, Branch, Text Condition,
splitters and other
Discovering metadata (Create metadata, metadata creation
level, filter, sequencer)
Creating automation processes for generating OL Connect
documents
Setting properties for PlanetPress Connect items and retrieving
items in connect database
Printing or sending email depending on a data field
Exploring the Data Repository Manager and using the Data
Repository “Push to Repository” task
Getting data from data location or metadata location or
Looking up data in the Data Repository
Discovering «HTTP Server Input» and «NodeJS Server Input»
tasks and creating Web process
Discovering OL Connect «Create Preview PDF» task and using it
in a process

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for users who will be developing,
implementing or supporting OL Connect solutions and have
completed the PlanetPress Connect foundations course without
Workflow.

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

Analytical/logical skill set

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills

•

Good understanding of networking concepts

•

Completion of the PlanetPress Connect foundation course
without Workflow.
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect Foundations
- Full with Workflow
[4-day course on-site]
[8 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

Course Topics
Designer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PlanetPress Connect overview (modules, interaction and
more)
Exploring the DataMapper and Designer Interfaces
Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel,
XML, JSON, Text and PDF files
Designing print and email templates
Exploring the web form elements and the web libraries
Inserting and formatting design elements in the template
Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource
Creating Job Preset (filtering, sorting, grouping and including
metadata) and Output Preset (PDF, Postscript)

•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PlanetPress Connect

•

Explain what PlanetPress Connect is and where it can be useful

Workflow

•

Identify possible areas for PlanetPress Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PlanetPress
Connect project

•
•
•

•

Understand the differences between the various PlanetPress
Connect modules

•

Understand the communication and exchange between
PlanetPress Connect modules

•

Navigate the user interface of PlanetPress Connect Designer and
DataMapper

•

•

Create Datamapping configurations for different types of data
formats

•

•

Design templates: creating a basic transactional type of
document for Print and Email

•

Best practices

•

Configure the Print Presets

•

Understand the capabilities of Workflow

•

Explore the Workflow category tasks and project components

•

Create automation processes using Workflow

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Navigating the Workflow user interface
Exploring Input and Output tasks and using some of them
Creating a simple process, scheduling and debugging a
process
Starting/stopping services and sending configurations
Using variables (global, local, “JobInfo” and system)
Using tasks as: Set JobInfo/Variables, Branch, Text Condition,
splitters and other
Discover metadata (Create metadata, metadata creation
level, sequencer)
Creating an automation process for printing PlanetPress
Connect documents
Creating an automation process for sending email
Setting properties for PlanetPress Connect items and
retrieving items in Connect database
Print or send email depending on a data field
Exploring the Data Repository Manager and using the Data
Repository “Push to Repository” task
Getting data from data location or metadata location or
Looking up data in the Data Repository
Discovering «HTTP Server Input» and «NodeJS Server Input»
tasks and creating Web process
Discovering OL Connect «Create Preview PDF» task and using
it in a process

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to PlanetPress
Connect and want to use the software themselves. It provides the
foundations required to use the software and on which further
learning can take place. Ideal for presales consultants, document
designers, implementation consultants and others who actively
work with the software.

Prerequisites
•
•
•

learn.objectiflune.com

Analytical/logical skill set
Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic
Good computer skills
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PlanetPress® Connect - Advanced
Workshops

Course Topics

[1-2-day course, on-site]

•

[2-4 half-day course, remotely]

•

Using the DataMapper and Designer API

•

Configuring the Print Presets for the print template

•

Exploring and using the different categories of tasks such as
actions, data splitters, process logic and connectors

•

Using sub-processes and the “Send to process” tasks

•

Scripting in Workflow and discovering Watch objects

•

Calling Connect Server via scripting

•

Serving web pages using a Workflow process

Course Objectives
Discover advanced features of PlanetPress Connect through handson activities that are given by module: DataMapper, Designer, Print
Presets and Workflow.
Upon completion of this course students will able to:
•

Improve knowledge about PlanetPress Connect capabilities

•

Improve performance of existing forms and processes

•

Learn best practices, tips and tricks

Note:
The duration depends on the selected modules and
workshops. The list to the right under Workshop Topics is not
exhaustive and should you need to cover a topic not listed
contact your OL representative.

Discussing experiences and problems encountered using
PlanetPress Connect

Workshop Topics
DataMapper
•

Extracting complex data from a text data file using the
DataMapper

•

Extracting variable addresses using the DataMapper

•

Using regular expressions in the DataMapper steps

•

Using object properties in the DataMapper

•

Preprocessing the input data in the DataMapper

•

Creating a CSV file from extracted records (postprocess)

•

Delimiting records based on a script in the DataMapper
(boundaries)

Designer

Workflow

•

Dynamic formatting of
images, snippets elements
based on a data field

•

Print or send email
depending on a data field

•

Serving web pages

•

Control scripts to control
different sections

•

Using Ajax request to call a
Workflow HTTP process

•

In web context: Dashboard
(needs serving web pages
workshop in the Workflow)

•

Pass variables from workflow
to the connect designer

•

Template document
translation

•

Using JSON structure to
exchange data

•

Print Presets configuration

•

Scripting in Workflow: Watch
objects, Metadata API, Data
Repository API

•

Connect Server API for
retrieving Job information

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

PlanetPress Connect Foundations Full course completed

•

Already used PlanetPress Connect in simple cases

•

Analytical/logical skill set; capable to understanding basic
expression, conditional logic and regular expressions

•

Programming skills

•

JavaScript, HTML/CSS experience
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect Foundations
- Overview
[1-day course, on-site]

Course Topics
•

PReS Connect overview (modules, interaction and more)

•

Using the project wizards (Invoice, Email and Web)

[2 half-day course, remotely]

- Exploring the DataMapper Interface
- Exploring the Designer templates (Print, Email and Web)
- Exploring the Capture OnTheGo (COTG Timesheets)
•

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

Exploring the job and Output configurations for creating and
managing Output

Delegate Profile

•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PReS Connect

•

Explain what PReS Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PReS Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PReS
Connect project

•

Understand the prerequisites and requirements for a PReS
Connect Integration

Prerequisites

•

Understand the differences between the various PReS
Connect modules

•

learn.objectiflune.com

This course is intended for people who are new to PReS Connect
and want to acquire a general understanding of the software
composition and its capabilities. Ideal for decision-makers,
department managers and businesspeople.

Curiosity
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect Foundations
- Summary
[2-day course, on-site]
[4 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:
•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PReS Connect

•

Explain what PReS Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PReS Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PReS
Connect project

•

Understand the differences between the various PReS
Connect modules

•

Understand the communication and exchange between the
PReS Connect modules

•

Discover Designer templates and the DataMapper

•

Configure the Print Presets

Course Topics
Overview of PReS Connect modules, features and options:
•

PReS Connect overview (modules, interaction and more)

•

Exploring the DataMapper and Designer Interfaces

•

Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel and
XML files

•

Designing print and email templates

•

Inserting and formatting design elements in the template

•

Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource

•

Creating Job Preset (filtering, sorting) and Output Preset (PDF, PS)

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to Connect
and want to use the software themselves but have limited time
available. It provides the foundations required to use the software
and on which further learning can take place to create print and
email forms. Ideal for presales consultants, document designers,
implementation consultants and and others who actively work
with the software.

Prerequisites
Analytical/logical skill set

Note:
The Data mapping configuration from text and PDF are
not covered.

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills

Grouping documents as well as include metadata
in document tags are not covered.
The Workflow tool is not covered.
The Web context is not covered.

learn.objectiflune.com
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect Foundations
- Full
[3-day course, on-site]
[6 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:
•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PReS Connect

•

Explain what PReS Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PReS Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PReS Connect
project

•

Understand the differences between the various PReS Connect
modules

Course Topics
Designer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PReS Connect overview (modules, interaction and more)
Exploring the DataMapper and Designer Interfaces
Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel,
Database, XML, JSON, Text and PDF files
Designing Print and Email templates.
Inserting and formatting design elements in the template
Adding Variable data and best practices
Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource
Creating Print Presets (Job and Output Presets)
Exploring the web form elements

Workflow
•
•
•
•

Navigating the Workflow user interface and exploring the
plug-in bar
Sending or Importing Connect Resources in the workflow
Exploring OL Connect tasks
Creating an automation process for printing documents using
«All in One» OL Connect task
Configuring Connect server settings
Starting/stopping services and sending configuration
Creating an automation process for sending email

•

Navigate the user interface of PReS Connect Designer and
DataMapper

•
•
•

•

Create Datamapping configurations for different types of data
formats

Delegate Profile

•

Design templates: creating a basic transactional type of
document for Print and Email

•

Best practices

•

Configure the Print Presets

•

Have basic understanding of the Workflow tool

•

Create simple processes to capture/process data using the
OL Connect tasks

•

Start/stop the OL Connect Workflow Services

Note:
The Workflow topics in the PlanetPress Connect
Foundations Full course only cover the “OL Connect” tasks
for basic print and email processes.

learn.objectiflune.com

This course is intended for people who are new to PReS Connect
and want to use the software themselves. It provides the
foundations required to use the software and on which further
learning can take place. Ideal for presales consultants, document
designers, implementation consultants and others who actively
work with the software.

Prerequisites
•

Analytical/logical skill set

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect Workflow
- Add on
[1-day course, on-site]
[2 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

Course Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Understand the Data Processing Model

•

Create normal, self-replicating and startup processes

•

Start/stop services and send configurations

•

Use process logic to route data

•

Discover Metadata and Data repositotry

•

Create processes for generating PReS Connect documents

•

•

Set properties for items stored in Connect Database

•

•

Retrieve items from Connect Database

•

Understand the communication between Workflow and
Connect Server

•

Import Workflow components

•
•
•
•

Navigate the user interface of the Workflow tool
Starting/stopping services and sending configurations
Setting up a folder capture process
Creating, scheduling and debugging a process
Using variables (global, local, “JobInfo” and system)
Using tasks as: Set JobInfo/Variables, Branch, Text Condition,
splitters and other
Discovering metadata (Create metadata, metadata creation
level, filter, sequencer)
Creating automation processes for generating OL Connect
documents
Setting properties for PReS Connect items and retrieving items
in Connect database
Printing or sending email depending on a data field
Exploring the Data Repository Manager and using the Data
Repository “Push to Repository” task
Getting data from data location or metadata location or
Looking up data in the Data Repository
Discovering «HTTP Server Input» and «NodeJS Server Input»
tasks and creating Web process
Discovering OL Connect «Create Preview PDF» task and using it
in a process

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for users who will be developing,
implementing or supporting OL Connect solutions and have
completed the PReS Connect foundations course without Workflow.

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

Analytical/logical skill set

•

Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional logic

•

Good computer skills

•

Good understanding of networking concepts

•

Completion of the PReS Connect foundation course without
Workflow
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect Foundations
- Full with Workflow
[4-day course, on-site]
[8 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:

Course Topics
Designer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Understand the concept and capabilities of PReS Connect

•

Explain what PReS Connect is and where it can be useful

•

Identify possible areas for PReS Connect integration

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a PReS Connect
project

•

Understand the differences between the various PReS Connect
modules

•

Understand the communication and exchange between PReS
Connect modules

•

Navigate the user interface of PReS Connect Designer and
DataMapper

•

Create Datamapping configurations for different types of data
formats

•

Design templates: creating a basic transactional type of
document for Print and Email

•

Best practices

•

Configure the Print Presets

•
•

•

Understand the capabilities of Workflow

•

•

Explore the Workflow category tasks and project components

•

Create automation processes using Workflow

PReS Connect overview (modules, interaction and more)
Exploring the DataMapper and Designer Interfaces
Creating data mapping configurations from CSV/Excel, XML,
JSON, Text and PDF
Designing print and email templates
Exploring the web form elements and the web libraries
Inserting and formatting design elements in the template
Adding and sharing content using a snippet resource
Creating Job Preset (filtering, sorting, grouping and including
metadata) and Output Preset (PDF, Postscript)

Workflow
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Navigating the Workflow user interface
Exploring Input and Output tasks and using some of them
Creating a simple process, scheduling and debugging a
process
Starting/stopping services and sending configurations
Using variables (global, local, “JobInfo” and system)
Using tasks as: Set JobInfo/Variables, Branch, Text Condition,
splitters and other
Discover metadata (Create metadata, metadata creation
level, sequencer)
Creating an automation process for printing PReS Connect
documents
Creating an automation process for sending email
Setting properties for PReS Connect items and retrieving
items in Connect database
Print or send email depending on a data field
Exploring the Data Repository Manager and using the Data
Repository “Push to Repository” task
Getting data from data location or metadata location or
Looking up data in the Data Repository
Discovering «HTTP Server Input» and «NodeJS Server Input»
tasks and creating Web process
Discovering OL Connect «Create Preview PDF» task and using
it in a process

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are new to PReS Connect
and want to use the software themselves. It provides the
foundations required to use the software and on which further
learning can take place. Ideal for presales consultants, document
designers, implementation consultants and others who actively
work with the software.

Prerequisites
•
•
•

learn.objectiflune.com

Analytical/logical skill set
Capable of understanding basic expressions and conditional
logic
Good computer skills
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PReS® Connect - Advanced
Workshops

Course Topics

[1-2-day course, on-site]

•

[2-4 half-day course, remotely]

Discussing experiences and problems encountered using
PReS Connect

•

Using the DataMapper and Designer API

•

Configuring the Print Presets for the print template

•

Exploring and using the different categories of tasks such as
actions, data splitters, process logic and connectors

•

Using sub-processes and the “Send to process” tasks

•

Scripting in Workflow and discovering Watch objects

Discover advanced features of PReS Connect through hands-on
activities that are given by module: DataMapper, Designer, Print
Presets and Workflow.

•

Calling Connect Server via scripting

•

Serving web pages using a Workflow process

Upon completion of this course students will able to:

Workshop Topics

Course Objectives

•

Improve knowledge about PReS Connect capabilities

•

Improve performance of existing forms and processes

•

Learn best practices, tips and tricks

Note:
The duration depends on the selected modules and
workshops. The list to the right under Workshop Topics is
not exhaustive and should you need to cover a topic not
listed contact your OL representative.

DataMapper
•

Extracting complex data from a text data file using the
DataMapper

•

Extracting variable addresses using the DataMapper

•

Using regular expressions in the DataMapper steps

•

Using object properties in the DataMapper

•

Preprocessing the input data in the DataMapper

•

Creating a CSV file from extracted records (postprocess)

•

Delimiting records based on a script in the DataMapper
(boundaries)

Designer

Workflow

•

Dynamic formatting of
images, snippets elements
based on a data field

•

Print or send email
depending on a data field

•

Serving web pages

•

Control scripts to control
different sections

•

Using Ajax request to call a
Workflow HTTP process

•

In web context: Dashboard
(needs serving web pages
workshop in the Workflow)

•

Pass variables from workflow
to the connect designer

•

Template document
translation

•

Using JSON structure to
exchange data

•

Print Presets configuration

•

Scripting in Workflow: Watch
objects, Metadata API, Data
Repository API

•

Connect Server API for
retrieving Job information

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

PReS Connect Foundations Full course completed

•

Already used PlanetPress Connect in simple cases

•

Analytical/logical skill set; capable to understanding basic
expression, conditional logic and regular expressions

•

Programming skills

•

JavaScript, HTML/CSS experience
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

Capture OnTheGo®

Course Topics

[1-day course, on-site]
[2 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives

•

Overview of COTG application and its resources

•

Exploring the COTG templates wizards

•

Inserting COTG form elements

•

Exploring the needed processes in Workflow

Delegate Profile

Upon completion of this course students will able to:
•

Understand the Capture OnTheGO (COTG) application and its
communication with the Repository and Workflow

•

Understand what resources are needed to create a COTG
solution

•

Understand the different processes needed in a COTG solution

•

Design and build simple COTG forms

•

Use the COTG Starter template wizards

•

Create a full COTG application using PlanetPress Connect or
PReS Connect and Workflow

This course is intended for people who know PlanetPress Connect or
PReS Connect software but are new to COTG applications and want
to develop them. It provides the foundations required to use COTG
and create COTG forms. Ideal for presales consultants, implementation
consultants and others who actively work with COTG applications.

Prerequisites
•

Completion of PlanetPress Connect or PReS Connect
Foundations Full course

•

Knowledge of Workflow processes

•

Analytical/logical skill set or process logic

Requirements

learn.objectiflune.com

•

Workflow - Internet connection

•

Mobile device – Internet connection

•

WIFI accessible or public IP

•

Mobile device with Android or IOS

•

COTG licences
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

OL® Connect Send

Course Topics

[1-day course, on-site]
[2 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives

•

Theoretical overview of OL Connect Send (OLCS) architecture

•

OLCS Printer Driver installation

•

OLCS API key

•

OLCS Workflow plugins

Upon completion of this course students will able to:
•

Understand the concept and capabilities of OL Connect Send

•

Identify possible situations for an OL Connect Send integration

•

Understand the prerequisites and requirements for an
OL Connect Send integration

•

Understand how to use the different OL Connect Send plugins
in the Workflow tool

•

Build a custom web interaction solution using Workflow
processes and PlanetPress Connect or PReS Connect Designer
templates

•

Job Processor

•

Get Job Data

•

Get Data

•

Building a web interaction

•

Displaying Job Data

•

Displaying a PDF preview of the job

•

Submitting the print job from the web interaction

•

Sending automatic emails

•

Creating a dashboard to manage sent print jobs

Delegate Profile
This course is intended for people who are familiar with PlanetPress
Connect or PReS Connect and want to acquire abilities to build
and manage an OL Connect Send solution. Ideal for presales
consultants, implementation consultants and others who actively
work and develop OLCS solutions.

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

Completion of PlanetPress Connect or PReS Connect
Foundations Full course

•

Analytical/logical skill set; capable of understanding basic
expressions, conditional logic and regular expressions

•

General programming skills

•

JavaScript, AJAX, HTML/CSS experience
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OL® Learn OL End-User Courses

PrintShop Mail Connect
Foundations - Full
[1-day course, on-site]
[2 half-day course, remotely]

Course Objectives
The primary goal of this course is to allow end-users to perform
Variable Data Printing (VDP) using PrintShop Mail Connect.
More specifically, students will emerge with the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Install and activate PrintShop Mail Connect
Understand and explain PrintShop Mail Connect and its
capabilities
Set up a VDP project involving PrintShop Mail Connect
Design a PrintShop Mail Connect document
Use different data formats in a PrintShop Mail Connect
document
Create and manipulate variables and expressions in a
PrintShop Mail Connect document
Create different Output configurations to control PostScript/
PCL/PDF and other types of Output

Course Topics
•

Overview of Printshop Mail Connect, in which the student
learns what is PrintShop Mail Connect

•

Navigating the PrintShop Mail Connect interface, in which
the student learns to navigate the PrintShop Mail Connect
interface

•

Discovering objects that can be used in a PrintShop Mail
Connect document, including text, images, barcodes, tables
and graphs

•

Inserting variables and making objects dynamic or conditional
in PrintShop Mail Connect databases

•

Learning the basics of setting up finishing, positioning and
producing Output in PrintShop Mail Connect

•

Exploring the ability to create HTML emails using the interface

Delegate Profile
This course is an entry level course available to all students with
basic computer skills. Whether you need to create forms yourself,
be able to demonstrate the application or only want to learn about
PrintShop Mail Connect’s capabilities, this course is for you.

Prerequisites

learn.objectiflune.com

•

Basic understanding of computers (mouse, cut and paste,
Windows Explorer, etc.)

•

Basic logical test comprehension (“if-then-else” statements)

•

Basic understanding of printers (install a printer, print a
document, etc.)
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